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This note is intended to help set the groundwork for a discussion of cross-national
variation in responses to the emergence of labor-market platforms (LMP). The politics and
policy of the labor exchanges will unfold as part of the development of the platform economy.
We consider in three steps: 1) The character of the rise of the Platform Economy in an era of
computing abundance; 2) The diverse array of work arrangements that are in play; 3) Whether
computation intensive automation will be an increasingly powerful force in labor politics in this
era.
Platform Logic
The digital transformation itself has been underway for half a century, but the everincreasing power of digital tools and the deployment of high-speed and mobile wireless,
connectivity is generating a new phase. We characterize this as the era of cloud computing and
the rise of the Platform Economy.1 The abundance of computing resources, expressed in Cloud
Computing, is manifested as, Digital Platforms, Big Data, and Computation-Intensive
automation (CIAutomation). Together, they provide tools with which social actors are
reorganizing the very character of work, the nature and dynamics of labor markets, and the rules
and the institutions of marketplaces more generally.2
The consequences of LMPs, the focus of this workshop, cannot be detached from this
broader story. As difficult as this may make analysis, we must engage this broader setting, even
while focusing upon LMPs in particular. Policy decisions made about this broader setting, and
the political coalitions around those decisions will contribute to the context in which choices are
made about the purely LMPs, and more broadly, about the character of work, the organization
of labor itself, and the politics of labor. Consider two examples. Privacy rules made in response
principally to social media may set the template for the way LMPs matching demand and
supply can operate. Issues of the transparency of platform algorithms are certainly raised by
Uber, and are increasingly of general concern.3 The fights could be resolved, just a guess, in
battles about the introduction of self-driving automobiles.4 Critically, we must understand the
economic forces and business logics that are impinging upon existing institutions, so that it is
possible to identify the policy choices that will shape how digital platforms more generally can
be deployed and operate. Those parameters will affect labor through diverse channels.
Digital Platforms, algorithmic structures in code, are built for very diverse purposes and
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facilitate a variety of market and social ecosystems 5 Competition will often not be just amongst
firms with their service and product offerings, but amongst platform-based ecosystems.6
Platforms are, in that sense, algorithm-enabled “cyber-places” where constituents can act,
interact, or transact.7 Those transactions can be organized in a remarkably diverse set of ways
depending upon whether they are motivated by market or social functions or by technical
character.8 Each category and, very often, each specific implementation, opens equally diverse
issues and questions. There are consumer goods platforms from eBay through Amazon and
Alibaba that link buyers to sellers, raising legal questions of tax collection and legal liabilities.
There are LMPs such as Uber or Upwork that change who can buy and sell on-demand services;
some of which can only be delivered locally, while others can be delivered globally,9 thereby
integrating previously separated labor markets or mobilizing new service providers in local
markets. As a result, LMPs often force rethinking of traditional regulatory structures. Taxis
cannot discriminate, but can Uber drivers? Hotels must obey land use rules and not
discriminate, but must Airbnb providers do so?10 Another illustration is that the data Facebook
collects allows it (not by using facial recognition) to identify “ethnic affinities” for advertising
purposes.11 Who reviews the algorithms to decide if they are discriminatory? Who has access to
the data to determine if the results are discriminatory? Who can inspect the algorithms? Who
should have access to the private databases and for what purposes? And, if, for example,
discrimination is possible, then who should enforce anti-discrimination – the private parties
contracting, the platform owner, or the “State”? And if the latter, which “State”?
From a different vantage, that of industrial production, the Internet of Things, that vague
category of objects linked through cyber connections, opens questions of industrial standards
and data. There is already a global struggle about standards and rules for data. Setting industrial
standards and determining who owns the algorithms on production platforms, will then
powerfully set or reset the landscape of competition amongst industrial equipment producers?
Power may turn on who owns or has access to different kinds of industrial data.12 The German
promoted notion of Industrie 4.0 presents a particular relationship of manufacturing to the
cyberworld. For Silicon Valley, it is an entirely different relationship of the cyberworld to
manufacturing with manufacturing integrated into a software-defined framework.13 The
difference is more than symbolic, but rather touches how standards are to be set and regulated,
i.e., where the locus of power will sit. The corporate market competition amongst the likes of
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Cisco, G.E., Google, Komatsu, and Siemens will, at least, in part turn on the answers to such
questions.
The feature common to all platforms, and central to our discussions of the politics of
labor, is that digital platforms are private governance structures (PGS – as a shorthand) existing
by their very nature in tension with public governance. Digital platforms are sets of parameters
and rule systems that shape what can be done by whom and on what terms. The notion of
private governance structures, PGS, thus extends the fundamental insight of Larry Lessig in his
book Code and Other Laws of Cyberspace nearly twenty years ago.14 Code, he argued, operates
very much like law in regulating behavior. Computer code, which he referred to as West Coast
Code, as the digital revolution was then underway in Silicon Valley, is juxtaposed to “East
Coast Code”, i.e. legal code.15 Hence, laws governing platforms in general are central to
understanding the structure of choice in any particular domain within which digital platforms
become central organizing institutions.16 Critically, objectives and values expressed in a precode, pre-platform era cannot just be restated in the digital era. Rather they must find expression
in the code-based operation of the economy, in the algorithms of the Platform Economy.17
Indeed, we note, but do not develop here, that some of the decisions about data privacy,
algorithm transparency, and competition may be made in international negotiations.
Let us, therefore, before returning to labor issues, consider the character of the present
phase of the digital revolution. Digital abundance, symbolized and actualized in cloud
computing, accelerates the Digital transformation of services. This transformation has been
underway for some time and is central to labor. The story of supply chains and the
decomposition of production is well studied and widely discussed. The business dynamics of
outsourcing that generated global supply networks are several. Certainly, labor costs,
conditions, and skills are part of diverse “production functions” that diffuse location of activity.
In many cases, as important, is the growing complexity of products and materials requiring
know-how and skills outside a particular firm’s expertise.18 That contributes to the belief that it
is best to focus on strategically important capacities. That notion would be attractive if only
what is strategically important would stay constant.19 For example, it is hard to judge when
manufacturing is a commodity to be bought in the market or an asset to be developed internally,
and the answer evolves.20 The recomposition of production around specific phases of
production from original design through volume production at particular locales is the
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counterpoint to the original decomposition.21 The result of the decomposition/recomposition
process is an industrial commodity trap often with intense price-based competition. The extent
of price competition, of course, depends on a firm’s power in the value chain, which is derived
from product and process innovation, branding, and platform-based service systems.
There are multiple strategies to escape price traps including traditional product or process
innovation and branding. Embedding a product – a tire, a jet engine, a refrigerator -- in a digitalbased service offering is one strategy that is relevant here, a strategy we labeled “services with
everything,” services provided on an ICT platform.22 This not only shifts the terms of
competition, but creates new forms of work and new ways of engaging with workers. Indeed,
“services with everything”, along with the outsourcing of services changes more broadly the
meaning of services in the economy. “Service activities themselves are changed when they can
be converted into formalizable, codifiable, computable processes, processes often with clearly
defined rules for their execution.” It is a complex process that has now become a fundamental
feature of the business strategy of most major companies. To give it a name, Zysman refers to it
as the algorithmic service transformation, facilitated by IT tools.
Platforms, then, are algorithms residing in the Cloud. To repeat, platforms are, in
that sense, algorithm-enabled cyber-places where constituents can act, interact, or transact.
Business processes from finance and accounting through to customer support and CRM
are altered when they can be treated as matters of information and data management.23
These platform services mean that the producer, in a sense, sells the function for which
the product is intended rather than the standalone product. Hence, a producer of
construction equipment, Komatsu in Japan, sells site management services that use digital
tools embedded in their product to create platforms that, for instance, redesign the work; a
crane manufacturer in Finland sells port management platforms and services linked to
their equipment; tire manufacturers such as Michelin sell services to monitor tire wear
across fleets, and jet engine manufacturers such as GE do something similar. Entirely new
forms of work are generated, often in new locations, and also much work is replaced. In
many cases, the work is organized in traditional employment relationships (i.e., full-time
etc.), but in other cases the work is organized to be provided through consulting, gigs,
consignments, or yet other relationships. The formats for organizing production become,
in that sense, fissured.24
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This section highlights three points of relevance to our discussion: 1) The diversity
of platforms means rules for LMPs will often be determined as the result of fights about
other sorts of platforms. Many rules influencing LMP will, for instance, be set in the
struggles over IOT and manufacturing systems. Certainly, there will be battles amongst
privately generated platform-based eco-systems. Indeed, national or regional platform
eco-systems may vary dramatically, complicating the platform wars25. The clearest
instance is the contrast between Chinese platform structures, evolving into business
group-like structures, and Silicon Valley platform structures emerging as best of breed.26
As important, some of the fights about the parameters of the platforms will be settled in
international negotiations. 2) Platforms are PGS, extending Lessig’s metaphor, that stand
in tension with each other and with public governance arrangements. Of particular
importance will be rules about algorithmic transparency and data privacy. 3) The era of
computing abundance, expressed in platforms and the cloud, accelerates the ICT-enabled
transformation of services. Indeed, the increasing ease of constructing platforms means
platforms will be built on platforms creating fascinating and often competing systems.
Platforms Reorganizing Work
Let us then move to the specific context of labor and work. The task, it seems to us, is to
situate the subset of platforms on which this conference chooses to focus, in the context of the
broader perspective of labor participation and compensation in the Platform Economy. So, in
this section we make an initial effort to classify the variety of labor market-related platforms by
their compensation schemes, number of participants, and organizational logic, even while
understanding that no such classificatory scheme can be exhaustive.
What Friedman termed the movement toward a “Gig Economy”, we note, was underway
without the influence of digital platforms.27 It is the outcome of a process of eroding the tight
coupling of work and employment in the production of goods and services and the creation of
value. Recent studies by JPMorgan Chase Institute suggest that the gig platform segment (LMP
in our terminology) is quite small and, more surprisingly, according to their measurements,
which focus most directly upon transportation network (Uber/Lyft) and alternative lodging
services (Airbnb) is not growing rapidly.28 The segments of work touched by the categories that
are our focus continue to be a small fragment of the totality of platform-based work.

29
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Let us consider the types of work/value creation activities that may be found in the
Platform Economy (PE). In Figure One, we identify three sets of general types, three layers in a
pyramid, of value creation activities that are emerging or, perhaps, more properly, coalescing in
the Platform Economy.
∗
∗

∗

Layer 1 consists of a small group who finance and organize, build and implement the
business models, and are compensated by wages and stock options.
Layer 2 consists of transaction platforms of various forms. This is core of what
people perceive as the marketplace of the Platform Economy. We examine four
subsets below.
Layer 3 is a mix of activities that underpin the operation of the platform economy. In
many senses, those activities are foundational.

Together this constitutes a complex, diverse, and extensive Platform Economy workforce.
Figure One: Stylized Depiction of the Organization of Labor Participation and Compensation in
the Platform Economy

Source: M. Kenney. 201530
The layers are organized in the form of a pyramid, Figure One. The Y axis describes the
dominant form of compensation for service providers at that level. The X axis illustrates the
relative number of users and providers in each layer. The pyramid is intended to evoke the
differential benefits to the participants and producers at each layer. We briefly describe the
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value creation process at each layer and observe that at each layer the platforms have different
labor implications.
Layer One is the apex of the pyramid. This layer encompasses those organizing and
financing the platforms, and compensated, often significantly, by participation in the success of
the platforms. The overall number of employees in this layer is remarkably few, particularly
when compared to the firm’s revenues. As a successful platform expands, revenues often grow
even more rapidly than direct employment. The compensation for employees in Layer One is
through salary and stock options/equity, which ties their economic fates directly to their firms.31
In return for working long hours, direct employees of the platform firms, have remarkable
benefits that often include free meals, transportation, etc. As these firms are almost invariably
venture capital-funded, the goal of both the financiers and employees is to successfully be
acquired or undertake an initial public stock offering, whereby the value of the platform is
realized in capital gains. In successful firms, early employees and investors experience outsize
capital gains. Despite the centrality of these firms, they employ relatively small numbers of
direct employees.
Layer 2 is composed of a wide variety of transaction platforms. We divide this
transaction layer into four categories that, in different ways, organize the sale of a service or a
product. A number of these are LMPs, which is the conference focus. We emphasize that these
LMPs are part of a larger, more encompassing, set that includes platforms such as Amazon,
eBay, and Etsy that are platforms for product sales.
∗

a. Globally biddable labor platforms: Biddable service work is composed of firms
that leverage the fact that an increasing amount of work can be done virtually. This
group can be understood, in some ways, as an extension of service work offshoring
that has been underway since the late 1980s. The difference between earlier
offshoring is that the introduction of publicly-accessible platforms such as Upwork,
Freelancer.com, Outsourcely, or Guru.com and many others allow transacting
between a purchaser and a provider. There is a large variety of platforms in this sector
ranging from Amazon Mechanical Turk, which is oriented toward micro-work, to
Upwork, which is oriented toward longer-term jobs; most of which are relatively
standardized. There are also various platforms for more innovative work. While these
platforms are growing, there may be limits to their expansion, as the tasks must be
amenable to spot-contracting. If the tasks are either too complex to describe with the
exact specifications necessary for an entirely digital relationship, require larger teams
organized hierarchically, or must be coordinated across very different tasks or
geographies, such spot-contracting is not likely to be effective. In other words, there
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∗

∗

∗

appear to be limits to the growth of these platforms, as the tasks contracted must be
amenable to such spot-contracting.
b. Cyber-Transformed Industries. Platforms transforming existing industries create
new forms of labor relations; we include existing industries that may be or are being
transformed by digital platforms. While Uber/Lyft and Airbnb have received the
greatest attention, as mentioned earlier, Amazon had a dramatic transformative effect
upon retailers of physical products, in particular, books but increasingly many other
products. In the case of Uber/Lyft, the service provider monetizes both their labor
and their assets (automobile or housing space). Obviously, in cities where Uber/Lyft
are unregulated the taxi industry is in danger of extinction. The question of whether
jobs are lost by the entry of platforms such as Uber is unclear, but recent research
suggests that in the case of the transportation platforms, even while there is clearly a
displacement of taxi drivers, the total number of drivers may be increasing.32 What is
in question is whether the incomes for taxi drivers have decreased. The impact on the
number of jobs and incomes of hotel workers, the labor group most likely to impacted
by Airbnb, is less understood.33
c. Cyber-formalized Informal Markets. These markets replace, augment, or exist
alongside existing informal markets. Salient examples of this are Craigslist and eBay,
which replaced not only classified ads but also informal markets such as garage sales
and swap meets with online alternatives. In pure service provision, firms such as
TaskRabbit, GrubHub, etc. are formalizing work that previously had been provided
through informal relationships. These platforms formalize services that have been
previously been provided through quite informal labor markets. This has some
interesting ramifications as now there are cyber records of all of the transactions,
which makes them visible to regulatory or taxation authorities. Despite the recent
hype and flood of venture capital into startups in this area, the LMP in 2c may have
limited growth opportunities. The most difficult obstacle to overcome is the
possibility that the contractor and service provider will form an offline relationship
and thus will no longer transact on the platform. In cases where there are face-to-face
interactions and the desire for repetition, disintermediation of the platform is not only
possible, but also likely.
d. Virtual Consignment Markets. The emergence of online platforms provides
opportunities for producers to monetize digital goods. These are “consignments”,
because the goods are created by the producers and then uploaded to the platform, at
no cost to the platform owner. The most important of these are the Apple and Google
apps stores and YouTube, but also includes Amazon self-publishing and various
platforms for indie music. The earnings on these platforms are growing rapidly. In
2015, in total the Apple and Google app stores paid developers more than $10 billion,
YouTube paid out in excess of $4 billion, and Amazon is estimated to pay
approximately $1 billion per year to authors. These virtual consignment businesses
have some interesting attributes. The first attribute is that the platform owner receives
all content cost-free. The second attribute is that content producer returns are
characterized by power law returns. Our calculations indicate roughly 18,000
YouTube channels earn $60,000 or more per year in advertising, while 55,000
channels generate $24,000 per year. However, as interesting is, that in the case of
YouTubers, creators with substantial followings generate further income through
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personal appearances, product placements and endorsements, patronage sites, and
even dedicated product lines. PewDiePie, the most successful independent YouTuber,
is estimated to earn $12 million per year from his entire portfolio of income sources.34
How large the virtual consignment model can become is uncertain.
Layer 3 is foundational to the entire Platform Economy. It involves a complex web of
activities and merits a much longer discussion. For now, we truncate the discussion and just
note subsets of activities.
∗

∗

One subset includes those who are paid or volunteer to build websites and platforms.
(We distinguish these workers from those not in Layer 1 who organize the business
models and companies.) This is the world, for example, of website creators,
effectively, the “books” for which the users are searching. The scale of Internet is
remarkable as there are now more than one billion websites globally. For any
organization to “exist” today it must have a web presence that is discoverable. The
work building them can be analogized to physical infrastructure building and
maintenance. The creation is done either by compensated or uncompensated human
labor. The sheer scale of the social investment in websites is often not fully
considered when thinking about work in the Platform Economy.
A second subset consists of users who create uncompensated value through their
activities on the websites and platforms. It includes search which generates
advertising revenue. The activities of users of the search engine are converted into
value by Google’s (or Microsoft’s) search engines and advertising algorithms. User’s
actions have been termed “digital exhaust,” which is the data generated as users
search the Internet.35 Also, included in this subset is user generated and uploaded
content in a wide variety of social media sites. The best known include Facebook,
Twitter, and YouTube, for example.36 In sum, user-generated digital exhaust and
uploaded content are themselves forms of work and value creation.

The user-generated content subset in Layer 3 is particularly interesting. Not only is it of
enormous size, but the business models of two of the dominant platform firms, Google and
Facebook, are based on the content (value) being generated by users. For the firms, the content
can be seen as “free labor,” which is not quite correct, because there is quid pro quo, namely
users are allowed to use the platform for free.37
Most of the platforms discussed in this section have an international reach and, by their
very nature, impinge upon nationally specific industrial, social and political arrangements. For
this reason, cross-national research can provide important insights into whether a one-size-fitsall model based upon Silicon Valley values, imperatives, and understanding of work and
workers will vanquish other models and values. One very important field of study will be LMP.
However, it is important to situate LMP in the larger space of the Platform Economy. We will
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want to identify the alliances and conflicts amongst groups, and the policy conflicts that will
influence the parameters, the rules, of the LMP. Finally, we will need to locate the potential
alliances between employees and employers in the Platform Economy.
Computation Intensive Automation: The Next Phase of Work?
While the conference is focused principally on labor exchange platforms, we would
propose that the most powerful impact on labor of ICT in the age of computing abundance will
be the continuing deployment of and the socio-political responses to Computation Intensive
Automation.38 We use that more inclusive term to avoid depending on the semantically loaded
terms of AI and Deep Learning. In any case, whatever the terms, the long run impact of Uber
may be the introduction of driverless cars and the displacement of drivers, a consequence well
beyond the dispute over employment law. As a hypothesis we might argue that the political and
policy responses to CA and the industrial Internet will powerfully influence the terms and
character of the labor exchange platforms that are the focus of this conference. Certainly, the
reverse will hold; as this conference emphasizes, Google, Facebook, Upwork, and Uber, as
examples, have all reshaped our understanding of the workplace.
There are a number of estimates of the scale of work activities touched by ICT; for
example, Frey and Osborne have estimated that up to 47% of the work force will be displaced,
while OECD estimates are much lower.39 The core question of course is whether work, or work
activities, will be displaced by CA; whether new work will be generated; whether the very
character of work is transformed and reorganized. Recall that with early NC machine tools and
robotics, the Japanese approach to how to deploy workers and technology was fundamentally
different than that in Detroit. The Japanese created a powerful competitive advantage in what is
now called the lean production system. In similar fashion, administrative work and secretarial
work was transformed by a user interface between people and computers through applications
such as Word. Indeed, the user interfaces that develop in the Platform Economy are already
influencing the dynamics of control and value creation.40
For now, we just want to signal the question. The answer, which is not knowable at this
point, depends, in our view, on how and by which social actors the technologies are deployed.
One driver of the answer, or more awkwardly but put better-a conditioning force propelling
change, is whether ongoing innovation throughout the production chain can itself be automated
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using AI or machine learning tools, or whether it depends fundamentally on the sustained
involvement of people. From a different angle one must ask whether, or rather how completely,
platforms, algorithms, data, and computation intensive automation, can reorganize and entirely
remove people from and automate the production and distribution chain. Will production
processes provide employment and include people in essential roles? One element shaping the
outcome will be whether companies view workers as assets to be developed or costs to be
contained, or the mix that is pursued. The answers developed by firms and by governments to
these questions are likely to shape how the technologies are deployed.
Since this “proto-paper” is now far too long, let us simply note several issues. First, what
is the relation between the “service” platforms, including transaction platforms, and
manufacturing. The union and political ties between manufacturing and services will vary
nationally, with likely consequences for the struggles around labor exchange platforms. Second,
the strategies of traditional unions and alt-labor organizations will condition and be conditioned
by the national responses to the cyber transformation of industries. The German Industrie 4.0
discussion is a fascinating instance of such a debate.41
Conclusion
We should understand the political economy of labor-exchange platforms in the context
of the rise of the Platform Economy and the continuing diffusion of computation intensive
automation. We highlight three matters. First, the logic and law of the platform economy more
broadly will shape the choices about labor exchange platforms. Indeed, not developed here,
many of the decisions about data privacy, algorithm transparency, and competition will be made
in international negotiations as much as by national fiat. Second, labor–exchange platforms still
only directly affect a small segment of the workforce. We have sought to locate that story in the
picture of work, value creation, and income in the Platform Economy era. Third, computation
intensive automation, including AI and deep learning, will reshape all facets of the economy
including production, distribution, and retail—and the workforces in all industries. How they
are deployed, whether workers are considered Assets or Costs, will shape the choices for labor
throughout the economy.
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